Dear Seminar Participants,

This paper is forthcoming in article form from *Past and Present* later this year, and also forms the basis for a chapter in the book I am currently completing, on the history of the offshore economy more broadly. I am eager to receive your feedback as it will help me both with the book and this more specific chapter. I am also sharing with you a current chapter outline for the book in order to better illustrate where the material from the article fits into the wider story.

Many thanks for your time, Vanessa Ogle


Chapter Outline

1. Before Offshore
   The modern, 20th-century offshore economy was a continuation of an older, legally heterogeneous world that had existed for several centuries during the age of empires. 18th-century Caribbean free ports, 19th-century examples of extraterritoriality such as treaty ports, and generally, the legally ‘lumpy’ world of empires, can be understood as direct precursors to the offshore economy.

2. Income Taxes and the First Havens
   While people have always tried to get around paying taxes or tariffs, the introduction of mass-based, progressive income taxes during and after World War I generated a different, more systemic and elaborate type of avoidance: during and after the war, the first system of tax havens, with services deliberately tailored towards wealthy individuals and corporations, emerged in places such as Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Channel Islands, and the Bahamas and Bermuda. From the very beginning, the very wealthy and certain companies refused to enter into the social contract of progressive taxation.

3. Offshoring Nazism
   During WWII, the same legal devices and techniques that had helped people and companies avoid taxes during the interwar years, now served Nazis and French Vichy officials and collaborators – much more so than the victims of Nazism and fascism. Leading up to the war and especially during the last two years prior to the German defeat, Germans, often those who feared Allied internment for close involvement with the Nazi regime, moved money to Switzerland and Liechtenstein. In some instances, Nazis and collaborators looking to leave Germany and Europe escaped first to Switzerland, Monaco, and Tangier during the final moments of the war or shortly after its end, and used connections in these countries to not only offshore their assets but also themselves to Spain, Latin America, and the Middle East.

4. Men with a Plan
After WWII, a cohort of former diplomats, intelligence officials, and others with international ties and experiences set out to find new lines of work. They used the cosmopolitan exposure and international experience gained during the war (in many cases in the European, but even more typically so, Asian war theater) to found international ventures in company and ship registration, as a way to promote the so-called free enterprise system and private business against what they viewed as growing government interference and generally the rise of communism and socialism in the early Cold War world. Among these figures were Edward Stettinius, Aristotle Onassis, and William Stephenson, allegedly the real-world model for Ian Fleming’s James Bond.

5. Empire’s Revenge
During the 1950s and 60s, tax havens proliferated with new havens joining the landscape of established ones, conspicuously so in locations that either had existing ties to formal and informal empire, or in places with an imperial and colonial past: the Bahamas, Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Hong Kong, Singapore, Panama, Malta, among others. Simultaneously, international banking business and tax avoidance services expanded and flourished in Switzerland. In newly invigorated tax havens such as the Bahamas and Switzerland, and in new destinations such as Hong Kong, the tax avoidance industry was fueled by returnees from the decolonizing world or sites of informal empire: whether in French North Africa, the Levant, or British East Africa, the end of white rule in the colonial world and looming independence meant that European settlers, businessmen, and officials were eager to disinvest from empire and get their money out. In order to avoid high rates of taxation at home in the UK or France, European returnees from North Africa often placed their assets in Switzerland, while British colonial settlers chose the Bahamas and Channel Islands as havens.

6. Developing New Havens
Once lawyers and banks had lured initial tax haven business to places such as the Bahamas, others sense opportunities as well. In the 1960s, smaller islands in the Caribbean such as Barbuda, Antigua, and Montserrat, were teeming with a cast of so-called developers. They promised to bring investment in local industry, infrastructure, and tourism in exchange for often preposterous tax and regulatory deals that demanded exemption from all taxes and tariffs for any business and company operating and registering in these islands, as well as gambling licenses and in one case, a plan for a gold refinery. These efforts were peddled under the rubric of “development”, and sold to British government officials as the only possible way of bringing foreign capital to small territories without natural resources. The British government often not just tolerated but encouraged these undertakings. The tax havens of Antigua and Barbuda, Anguilla, and the Turks and Caicos Islands are a product of such efforts.

7. Money Without a Country
Another important element of the offshore economy are offshore money and bond markets. Offshore finance developed alongside tax havens. In the 1950s, it became clear that banks in Europe were accumulating dollar deposits. Such dollars did not fall under the regulation of the US Federal Reserve, since they were held offshore, but they did not fall under the aegis of any European central bank either. In the words of contemporaries, this was “extraterritorial” money. Due to this regulatory vacuum, such dollars could avoid some of the regulations and controls imposed on currencies and banks onshore in places such as the United States. These so-called “Eurodollars” and Eurobonds (no relationship to the Euro) became a crucially important source
of lending to multinational corporations. The ‘rise’ of the American multinational corporation after WWII cannot be understood without offshore finance.

8. The Bank that Disappeared
From its beginnings in the 1920s and 30s, the offshore world was populated and created by figures with ties to organized crime (the mob in the Bahamas). In tax havens, dirty business of a variety of sorts has always cozily coexisted with household name big accounting firms such as Price, Waterhouse, Coopers, and white-shoe law firms. Offshore jurisdictions have been rocked by multiple scandals, frauds, and failures, from Bernhard Cornfeld’s Investors Overseas Services mutual fund Ponzi scheme that collapsed in 1967, to the Tangier and Geneva bank that simply disappeared, in the early 1960s while also disappearing the savings of its investors. Yet by the 1960s and 70s, the emerging avoidance industry of lawyers and bankers had successfully convinced a broader public that tax avoidance was legal, sophisticated, clean, and perfectly acceptable in polite society. A whole language surrounding offshore had evolved, carefully now speaking of tax planning, asset sheltering, and wealth management.

9. Decades of Cat and Mouse
As early as the 1920s, revenue, treasury, and central bank officials sought to create effective multilateral tools for curbing tax evasion by companies and individuals. Such efforts began at the League of Nations and continued in the 1960s at the OECD, later at the European Economic Community. Revenue officials from France, Germany, the UK, and US also established a covert working group that was meant to shed light on the tax shenanigans of figures such as Brigitte Bardot and Mick Jagger, or big multinationals like Hoffmann La Roche, that seemingly provided different income and tax information to different national authorities. As soon as a new tax law sought to plug a loophole, or international agreements meant to exchange information, however, the savvy avoidance industry with the tax lawyers at the forefront had concocted a new scheme to get around such measures.

10. The Labor of Offshore
While the use of offshore jurisdictions primarily serves the goal to evade taxes, another feature of ‘offshore’ is its light regulation and oversight. On flags of convenience ships and in export processing zones, this includes labor and safety regulations and standards. Flags of convenience are ships owned anywhere in the world but registered in tax havens such as Panama, Liberia, and Bermuda and thus abiding by the tax and labor laws for ships in such countries. Export processing zones come in a variety of forms, but in their most widespread variety, are enclaves carved out of national territory to invite manufacturing companies to produce in such locations. Both flags of convenience ships and manufacturing zones feature low taxes on profits as well as low wage regimes, poor safety standards, and in many cases, the prohibition of unions. The International Transport Workers Federation began campaigning against flags of convenience as soon as they became more widespread after 1945, and the ILO began documenting working conditions in manufacturing zones and on flags of convenience ships in the 1960s. Both organizations received harrowing letters from seamen detailing working conditions on ships and begging for support in collecting due wages and moving against exploitative owners.
11. Tax Haven Startups
In the 1960s and 1970s, libertarian financiers teamed up with CIA mercenaries and ardent cold warriors to hijack anti-colonial independence movements and establish new tax haven countries. After a failed such attempt in the Abaco Islands in the Bahamas in the early 1970s, the group took a different approach and decided to build their own island territory on the Minerva reef in the Pacific, south of Fiji and Tonga. Inclement weather and the kingdom of Tonga (supported by US troops) ultimately put an end to the Republic of Minerva. The group then turned towards the New Hebrides, a collection of islands under joint Franco-British colonial rule, located a 3.5-hour flight away from Australia in the South Pacific. Indigenous groups that were demanding independence in the mid-late 1970s initially welcomed the financial support from American interests but ultimately went it alone, although not before allowing American real estate interests to cheaply acquire and subdivide prime land in the islands for tourism development.

12. Twilight Capitalism
Offshore is not only great for avoiding taxes, it is also the perfect vehicle for ‘off the book.’ During the global cold war, Western intelligence services and above all, the CIA, repeatedly used banks in offshore jurisdictions to funnel money to covert operations, in the Caribbean against Castro, and later during the Vietnam War in Southeast Asia. Castle Bank in the Bahamas, founded by a former OSS man, was widely known to be a CIA front. Even more interesting was the story of Nugan Hand bank, founded in 1973 by an Australian lawyer and a former US Green Beret, and involving several former OSS and CIA officials. Nugan Hand collapsed spectacularly in the early 1980s after the suicide of one of its founders. Headquartered in Sydney, Nugan Hand had branches in the Caymans, Hong Kong, Singapore, and elsewhere. Nugan Hand was widely suspected to be involved in laundering drug money from the lucrative trade between Australia, the Golden Triangle, and Hong Kong.

13. Offshore Moves Onshore
In the 1970s and 80s, certain features of taxation and light regulation moved from offshore to onshore, especially in the United States and the United Kingdom under Reagan and Thatcher. One such example were so-called International Banking Facilities, essentially allowing banks to adopt a special status under which they were able to carry out banking ‘as if offshore,’ e.g. with less stringent reserve requirements for example. Another such example were urban enterprise zones, introduced in the US and UK in struggling urban neighborhoods and destitute city centers to attract investors and reinvigorate such areas.

14. The Present and Future of Offshore
Since its inception and full evolution, the offshore economy has given rise to ever new variations. Today, we have to count not only tax havens, offshore finance, flags of convenience, and export processing zones as part of the offshore world, but also offshore gambling, the sale of passports, and free ports for the storage and sale of expensive arts.
‘FUNK MONEY’: THE END OF EMPIRES, THE EXPANSION OF TAX HAVENS, AND DECOLONIZATION AS AN ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL EVENT*

What happened to European-owned assets when Europeans left the colonial world during the end of empires? European settlers, businessmen and officials owned houses and farms, ran businesses, operated plants. Metropolitan citizens owned shares in companies heavily invested in the empire. Others had subscribed to colonial loan issues. Such activity and economic involvement in empire only increased towards the concluding years of European overseas rule and, in certain areas, Euro-American informal empire. In many colonies across empires, the final decades of European rule had seen accelerated efforts at improving economic and social conditions through, for instance, increased grants and Welfare Acts in the British case, the politics of *mise en valeur* (development and so-called improvement) in the French empire, and corresponding programmes in other settings.¹ Often overlooked, private investment capital was
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lured into the imperial world as part of such efforts. All in all, compared to earlier decades the late 1940s and 1950s marked a period of intensified capital flows, both public and private, to the late colonial world.²

Yet, as business historians of decolonization have shown, the subsequent end of European rule during the 1950s and 1960s was often accompanied by a liquidation and removal of European assets.³ Distrustful of newly independent governments and non-white rule, fearing resentment, increased taxation or possibly even nationalization, Euro-American businesses active

New Economic Thinking and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation provided funding to support research and writing for this article.

¹ For a recent synthesis of the literature on development efforts under late colonial rule in European empires, see Corinna R. Unger, *International Development: A Postwar History* (London, 2018), 34–43.


in the colonial world divested from empire. Many Europeans, moreover, held deep-seated racist convictions about the absence of business acumen among native populations and simply could not imagine economic life continuing in regular form after independence. Following decolonization, many low-income countries therefore desperately needed foreign capital to start a process of industrialization and growth promotion. Furthermore, the European withdrawal created a training problem in many post-colonial economic sectors as whites had held management and higher-ranking positions in industries without providing adequate training opportunities for local leadership: hence the quest for expertise and technical advisers. Decolonization, conceived in economic and financial terms, thus marked a transitory period during which old capital was in part removed, and during and after which new capital had to be mobilized to arrive in the form of official aid and private investment alike.

The departure of European capital and know-how in periods of uncertainty and political struggle during decolonization set up newly independent countries for the complicated relationship these countries would maintain with both official development aid and expertise (from governments, international organizations such as the United Nations, and non-governmental organizations and churches, among others) and private capital investments (by multinational corporations and other foreign investors) for several decades after the end of empires. Highly dependent on the flow of official aid, expertise and private investment, governments in what was now termed ‘developing countries’ resented the potential for interference and influence that came attached to aid and foreign investment alike.\(^4\)

\(^4\) The distinction adopted here between public or official capital flows (government loans, foreign aid) and private ones follows the classifications adopted in United Nations and Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) publications in the 1950s and 1960s. On developing countries’ struggles over the role of foreign investment, see Vanessa Ogle, ‘State Rights against Private Capital:
The history of American and European politics of development and modernization in the so-called Third World following decolonization has flourished in the past decade or so, and has become one of the most vibrant subfields of the history of political economy and of US and other foreign policy during the global Cold War, as well as the history of international organizations. Historians have examined ideas behind modernization and development discourses, the manifold aid programmes and technical expertise dispatched to the Third World, and how such efforts were implemented and received in the so-called developing world, often in conjunction with international organizations such as the United Nations and its various affiliates. But, in examining such programmes, historians start with the absence of capital and investments in the developing world, and, accordingly, the need to disburse official aid and attract private foreign investment. The removal of capital that unfolded during decolonization (and, in other cases, the withdrawal of European or American informal empire) should be integrated into that story. What
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happened to capital previously invested in and now removed from the colonial world set the stage for important developments in the post-colonial world and beyond.

What course of action did smaller and less well-known companies and businesses pursue once it was clear that the days of white rule were numbered? More difficult to research but equally importantly: What measures did white settlers, businessmen and officials take in order to assure the safety of their assets? To what degree was it possible to liquidate assets in the often chaotic circumstances that accompanied the eventual European withdrawal? What consequences did the outflow of capital from the colonial world have both for newly independent countries and for European metropolitan countries, and, most importantly, where did such money go, and what were the consequences for the history of capitalism and political economy in the coming decades? This essay explores a number of instances in which European capital fled the colonial world upon decolonization, providing initial answers to some of the questions laid out above. It also raises new questions about the connections between decolonization and the onset of development aid and modernization politics in the Third World, as well as the history of capitalism in Europe and the United States. The goal is to sketch out a research agenda that casts the immediate process of decolonization as an economic and financial event.

In the years following the Second World War, the end of empire and the concomitant departure of colonial officials, settlers and businessmen from the colonial world cascaded from site to site. From Asia to North Africa, sub-Saharan Africa, the Caribbean and elsewhere, Europeans gradually and often reluctantly ceded power. During the forty-year period following the Second World War, between 5.4 and 6.8 million people arrived in western Europe from the former colonial world, with roughly 3.3 to 4 million being Europeans and Eurasians; 1.5 million arrived from French North Africa alone between the early 1950s and the mid 1960s, the vast
majority from Algeria. What is less well understood is that many other Europeans departed sites of anti-colonial independence struggles but remained overseas, seeking ways to perpetuate a colonial existence for as long as possible. Everywhere the eventual departure of people was followed by the liquidation and removal of assets and the departure of money. To be sure, some of these funds were withdrawn not by returnees but by metropolitan residents and companies who had invested in the empire. Moreover, not everything was safely moved. Even for individuals with more liquid assets, some instances of decolonization unfolded too quickly to react swiftly: the chaos of departures from Algeria, the Belgian Congo and the Portuguese colonies in Africa left many, especially poorer and less well-connected, returnees stranded and unable to relocate assets. Big business, particularly in sectors with substantial fixed capital, found it harder to pack up and leave. Here, investors often sought accommodation with new governments. Yet all in all, decolonization, it is argued here, created a money panic of sorts, leading to a withdrawal of funds by individuals, private companies and mixed, public–private enterprises. In contemporary English-language sources, money that flowed out of the late colonial and post-colonial world was sometimes termed ‘funk money’, to denote the scare character of such developments.

Where did funds go upon leaving the colonial world? Some money returned to metropolitan contexts, if only temporarily, awaiting new opportunities. More importantly for the story outlined here, a significant share of funds was moved to an emerging system of offshore
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7 For an overview, see White, ‘Imperial Business Interests, Decolonization, and Post-Colonial Diversification’.

8 I owe the term ‘money panic’ to Richard Drayton.
tax havens. Low-tax jurisdictions offering opportunities to avoid and evade taxation in countries with regular higher tax rates were not new at this point, but, owing to the influx of funds from the imperial and colonial world, expanded significantly during the years of decolonization. Recently, tax havens have made the news for a number of reasons, including growing concerns about the fact that many notorious tax shelters continue to be British dependent territories, artificial accounting and booking techniques deployed by US multinational corporations in order to accumulate profits in low-tax countries, growing inequality in high-income countries of the global North, and the leakage and release of documents revealing the owners of assets in tax havens, such as the Panama and the Paradise Papers.\(^9\) Tax havens are commonly understood to be jurisdictions with zero or very low tax rates for corporations and/or individuals as well as certain secrecy provisions that guarantee the anonymity of those wishing to conceal assets from the eyes of prying taxmen.\(^10\)
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havens maps onto the history of progressive income taxes in the North Atlantic world. The first such havens emerged in Europe during and after the First World War, especially following the introduction of mass-based income taxes during that war. In these decades, savvy lawyers and bankers discovered Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the British Channel Islands and, for the United States, the Bahamas and Bermuda, for the purpose of registering companies and trusts, or just depositing funds in bank accounts in order to benefit from zero or very low tax rates.\footnote{11}

After the Second World War, this existing landscape of tax havens grew dramatically following another expansion of progressive income taxes, now coinciding with decolonization. A significant number of new and growing havens were now located in former or persisting dependent territories of the British empire: the Cayman Islands, the British Virgin Islands, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malta, among others; independently of Britain, Panama and Beirut further

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{11}{Leo Wulfsohn and Gabriel Wernlé, \textit{L'Évasion des capitaux allemands} (Paris, 1923).}
\end{footnotes}
diversified the second generation of tax shelters. During a third phase of expansion, tax havens and the business of tax evasion and avoidance would grow again in the 1970s and 1980s as a result of the end of the Bretton Woods system and the removal of capital controls. Yet the 1950s and 1960s marked an important phase for the proliferation and growth of established and newly emerging havens.

One of the biggest waves of money movements out of the colonial and post-colonial world occurred in the Middle East, North Africa and Egypt. These money migrations were directly linked to an expansion of tax evasion business at their destination. In this case, the money that left the region fuelled the expansion of an existing tax haven rather than the emergence of a new centre of activity. Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s, several countries in the region achieved independence: Tunisia beginning in 1954 and leading up to independence in 1956, Morocco in 1956, and Algeria during the protracted war of independence from 1954 to 1962. In addition, the Suez Canal crisis of 1956–7 resulted in a sharp deterioration of circumstances for the remaining foreigners in Egypt and in a struggle over foreign-owned assets in the country. Algeria and Tunisia had been settler colonies with a large European presence and investments. Decolonization in this part of the world in the second half of the 1950s was therefore accompanied by a departure of people and assets on a large scale. One city in North Africa was at the centre of money movements away from the shores of the Mediterranean: Tangier.

Tangier had held a curious status over the past decades. When European imperial interests in the western Mediterranean clashed over Morocco at the beginning of the twentieth century, France and Spain could not agree over who would control Tangier. In 1912 the city was therefore placed under the governance of an international multi-power consortium made up of
eleven European powers and the United States. In this vacuum of sorts with the absence of more stringent controls and rules, already in the inter-war period and increasingly after the Second World War the International Zone of Tangier had become a haven for all sorts of licit and illicit business, happily accommodating a motley crew of spies, smugglers, currency hagglers, gold traders and more. Following the Second World War, Tangier thus was a place of increasingly uncommon economic liberty. The International Zone quickly began to attract capital from the Middle East and North Africa and Europe alike. ‘The division of authority and responsibility has left Tangier one of the few remaining citadels of financial laissez-faire in a world of controlled currencies, planned economies and socialized taxation’, the New York Times wrote. Tangier came to be known as the ‘haven of four freedoms — freedom from taxes, freedom to exchange the world’s currencies, freedom from customs duties on goods in transit, and freedom to incorporate and operate in secrecy’, the Wall Street Journal observed. Banks had taken advantage of this regime and flocked to the city in the past decades. ‘Tangier is a banker’s haven. There are no restrictions, no controls, books do not have to be submitted to see if they balance, records of transactions need not be produced, or even kept’. At the height of Tangier’s boom, roughly 145 banks were said to be operating in a city of about 110,000 European and 30,000 Moroccan inhabitants. Tangier also greatly facilitated the registration of companies. On average, three hundred new companies were incorporated annually in Tangier in the years following the Second World War. Around 1956, six thousand such corporations were said to exist. ‘It is


estimated that eight out of ten have been formed to hide the real identity of persons who have taken capital illegally out of Europe’. Such corporations ‘have been set up, usually for tax evasion purposes, to effect unauthorized capital transfers and to camouflage the true ownership of gold, securities, real estate or other assets held here’.14

Tax advantages were perhaps Tangier’s biggest asset. ‘Tangier does not tax personal or corporate incomes, gifts, inheritances, capital gains on excess or undistributed profits’, the New York Times reported.15 ‘Take the example of ‘Jonathan’, the Far Eastern representative of a ‘big U.S. beverage company’, as a newspaper described him. ‘Jonathan’ had his salary paid into a Tangier corporation that ‘held’ his money, which in turn was invested in American securities without incurring capital gains tax. Halle & Stieglitz, a traditional Wall Street brokerage firm with a sixty-year history and an office in Tangier since 1949, helped with such investments in the United States.16 Against the backdrop of such opportunities to dodge taxes, ‘Ninety per cent of Europeans who have taken up residence in Tangier since 1945 are known as “flight population”’.17

Tangier was a vestige of an older world order that had tolerated a legal pluriverse of jurisdictions. As one American observer described such sites when reflecting on Tangier in 1957,

By 1900 a collection of special zones, international settlements, leasehold ports and fortified islands garlanded the major trade routes of the world like a brilliant colonial necklace: from Panama to Suez, passing by Guantanamo and Gibraltar and continuing on to Aden, Zanzibar, Goa, Pondicherry, Singapore, Macao, Hong Kong, Shanghai,

________________________

14 ‘Morocco Seeking Tangier Solution’; ‘Tangier Turmoil’.

15 ‘Morocco Seeking Tangier Solution’.

16 ‘Tangier Turmoil’.

17 ‘International City Grows as Trader’s Stronghold’.
Tsingtao, Weihaiwei, the Liaotung Peninsula and Port Arthur, to name only the more important.\textsuperscript{18}

But such jurisdical heterogeneity was not to stay in a new environment of more homogeneous, centralized nation states. When Morocco became independent in 1956, the new nation announced an end to Tangier’s peculiar regime. Within a year, the city would be incorporated into the new Moroccan state, subject to the same laws, regulations, currency controls and taxation that might apply throughout the remainder of the country.

When Moroccan independence and Tangier’s changing status coincided with the Suez Crisis in 1956–7, money began to leave North Africa on an unprecedented scale. Tangier’s fortunes as the haven of four freedoms were clearly fading. ‘Planes are rushing out the last few tons of the Free Zone’s gold’, it was reported. ‘Contents of secret numbered bank accounts are being transferred to another anonymity in Switzerland. . . . Banks and trading companies are getting set for quick moves to new bases of operation in Latin America, Monte Carlo, Beirut’. Gold deposits were reduced to 30.7 tons in 1955 and to only 7.1 tons the following year.\textsuperscript{19} The end of Tangier prompted a frenzied search for ersatz havens. It was known to observers at the time that the tax haven of Monaco took off in the second half of the 1950s thanks to the relocation of funds from North Africa and Tangier in particular, after modest activity during the inter-war years.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{19} ‘Tangier Strives for New Future’; ‘Tangier Turmoil’.
\textsuperscript{20} French Embassy to Secretary General of the Republic, 20 Oct. 1960; Raoul Chenevez, délégué des Français de Monaco, ‘Note d’information rétative à la principauté de Monaco’, 3: both Archives Nationales Françaises, 5 AG1 701, Côtes et documents de 1959 à 1962; Alain Vernay, \textit{Les Paradis
Yet it was Switzerland that stood to gain most from the late colonial money panic that had descended on North Africa and Tangier in the 1950s. Switzerland was one of the oldest tax havens, having flourished during the inter-war years when political and economic instability as well as newly introduced income taxes sent German, Italian, French and other money to bank accounts and holding companies in Switzerland. For wealthy French citizens, Switzerland had always been the tax haven of choice. It is fitting, then, that as a result of such older ties, French and other Europeans looking to move assets out of French North Africa and the Middle East chose to rely on the time-honoured services offered by Swiss lawyers and bankers.

In the second half of the 1950s, the directors of the Swiss National Bank (the Swiss central bank) became aware of an unusually large number of foreign banks opening in the country. Observations about foreign banks soon featured prominently at the central bankers’ meetings, where any sort of notable development was discussed. These banks shared a common tell-tale feature revealing the reasons behind the unusual proliferation of new establishments. The new banks mostly hailed from countries in North Africa and the Middle East, or occasionally from sub-Saharan Africa. Among these banks were the Banque de l’Indochine, Banque Pariente and Banque Hassan from Morocco, the Ottoman Bank (a joint Franco-British bank with a big presence in the Middle East) and Crédit Foncier d’Algérie et de Tunisie: the Middle East–North Africa arm of the French bank Crédit Foncier, it maintained a network of 177 branches in Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, Libya, Lebanon, Egypt and Syria. When asked about the motivations for seeking representation in Switzerland, the bank stated: ‘the fact of not being represented in our country [Switzerland] risks, it seems, sending numerous clients in North

Africa and the Middle East into the arms of other foreign banks that have established themselves in Switzerland in these past years in order to take care of this clientele’. These ‘clients’ were Europeans leaving newly independent countries as well as local elites fearing for the safety of their assets under new regimes. Apart from banks opening in Switzerland with the intention of moving money out of North Africa and the Middle East, central bankers also noted unusual inflows of capital, often in the form of banknotes. In January 1962 alone, 148 million French francs arrived in the country. The Swiss central bankers quickly pointed to the likely source of these funds: Algeria, where, with an impending referendum on its colonial status, the situation was increasingly pointing towards the irreversible end of French rule and an uncertain future for European undertakings in the region.

The problem of capital inflow and bank openings from the decolonizing world eventually became a major concern among Swiss authorities. The banks that had regularly provided the Swiss National Bank with detailed semi-annual balance sheets had held foreign funds of 3,252 million Swiss francs in late 1953. By late 1954, the amount had grown by 142 million to 3,394 million. By late 1955, it had grown by another 434 million to reach 3,828 million Swiss francs. Such figures, and the opening of foreign banks, prompted a member of the Geneva branch of the Swiss National Bank to look into the origins of such funds. ‘It is mainly from Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, and especially Tangier that capital has been, in these past months, transferred to


22 Protocols of the directors’ meetings, 16 Feb. 1961, 336; 1 Feb. 1962, 271: both SNBA.

Switzerland’, often through ‘illegal channels’, the banker reported. ‘Regulations in the countries under concern are deliberately ignored by specialists charged with the exportation of capital’. It is important to emphasize the material nature of such transfers of funds: the strategic relocation of assets and the evasion of taxes very often involved actual physical transfers of large amounts of banknotes and gold. ‘Capitalists residing in North Africa succeed in obtaining French francs’, the letter explained, going on to say: ‘often, these French francs serve to purchase banknotes and gold, and such money, entrusted to professional smugglers, penetrates our borders’. This traffic had been ‘so important recently that French authorities have, during the past days, proceeded with wide-ranging control measures’ including searching cars at the border. ‘This extraordinary surveillance measure has immediately made itself palpable on the ground, where during the past few days French franc notes have become rarer’.

As awareness of the inflow of funds from the former colonial world mounted, Swiss bankers grew increasingly worried about the impact of such developments on the domestic economy: potentially general overheating and excess liquidity. In 1956 the Swiss National Bank therefore made private banks in the country abide by a so-called Gentlemen’s Agreement intended to make the flow of funds into Switzerland as undesirable as possible through a number of measures. Most Swiss banks, as well as the branches and subsidiaries of foreign banks, subscribed to the agreement. It was not the first time that Swiss banks had entered into such an agreement: the first instance had been in 1937–9, when the growing threat of war sent European

24 Swiss National Bank, Geneva Branch, to Director-General of the Swiss National Bank, 2 May 1956: SNBA, box 2188, Gentlemen’s Agreement 1956.

money to safety in neutral Switzerland. Similar measures were adopted again in 1950–1, when the Korean War caused Europeans to fear the Continent would be overrun by communism. The third agreement, lasting from 1956 to 1958, was propelled primarily by the inflow of funds from the former colonial world and related bank establishments. A few years later, in 1960, the agreement was renewed once again and extended several times until 1963, with developments in Algeria and the Belgian Congo playing an important role.  

In assessing the effects and implications of capital outflow from the decolonizing world, it is necessary to distinguish between different types of disinvestment. When Swiss central bankers grew concerned about large amounts of French francs flowing into the country within just a few months, they most certainly looked at major investors and big enterprises withdrawing such funds in search of safer assets: possibly large landholders involved in cash crop agriculture, or one might think of big food and raw materials exporters. Such amounts likely did not stem solely from the accumulated fortunes of individual settlers and small businesses leaving Algeria. But individuals shepherding relatively smaller savings, investments and liquidated assets into the safety of a Swiss bank account still mattered, as they contributed to the expansion of foreign banks in Switzerland specializing in attracting capital from the colonial world. These banks with ties to the former empire, and their new Swiss establishments, contributed to the renewed

---

26 The agreement of the early 1960s, while clearly a reaction to events in North Africa and sub-Saharan Africa, was in part also a consequence of inflow from Italy and France during these years as well as dollars from the United States in reaction to increased currency controls since 1963: Swiss National Bank to Association of Swiss Bankers, 13 Aug. 1963: Schweizerisches Bundesarchiv (hereafter SBA), E6100 B-0, 1984/59, 51; ‘Swiss Banks Renew Pact to Keep Out “Hot” Money’, Times, 18 Aug. 1961, 8.
internationalization of Switzerland as a banking centre after the Second World War and thus influenced the reputation and outlook of Swiss banking in the coming decades.

The 1950s and 1960s saw repeated instances of late colonial and post-colonial money panics and removal of investments from the former colonial world, among them China (to Hong Kong, mostly, and beginning in the years leading up to 1948), Malaya, South Africa, the Belgian Congo and Angola.27 The problem of ‘capital flight’ from the late colonial and post-colonial world was perceived as serious enough to prompt development economists at the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to seek to record and quantify these flows. At a moment when multilateral institutions such as the IMF, the World Bank, the United Nations and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) were carefully documenting the inflow of capital to developing countries as part of their efforts to foster economic growth, the inverse flow of capital out of the colonial and recently post-colonial and post-imperial world was cause for concern. The result was a paper published in 1965 that used balance of payments information to identify the extent of the problem, while acknowledging the incomplete and potentially inaccurate nature of such data. The paper found significant outflows to have occurred from Algeria and, less well documented, from certain Latin American countries.28


In search of new havens for capital, investors and returnees from French North Africa followed colonial bankers to Switzerland. In the British imperial world, settlers and others cutting ties with places where potentially hostile non-white rule was on the horizon found themselves lured to some of the newly expanding tax havens still safely within the fold of the British empire. One such place was the Bahamas. As one contemporary observer noted in the *Washington Post* in 1964, ‘When Britain’s numerous African colonies folded, much uninvested or liquidated capital was sent quietly into Nassau’s banks’. British decolonization and the departure of funds from parts of the empire helped to propel the growth of one of the most important tax havens over the coming decades in the Caribbean. While the Bahamas had first attracted tax dodgers in the 1930s as a result of increased taxation in the United States (as part of the New Deal) and newly introduced income taxes in Europe, it was after the Second World War and in the second half of the 1950s that the Bahamas experienced a true expansion of business. The Bahamas not only became a quantitatively important centre of tax haven activities but also served as a base from which tax haven business moved to other sites in the Caribbean, such as the Cayman Islands, the British Virgin Islands and Antigua, often promoted by the same lawyers and bankers who had started out in the Bahamas.

It was one region above others that contributed to the expansion of the Bahamas as a tax haven: East Africa, and the British settler colonies of Kenya and Southern Rhodesia in particular. As Dane Kennedy has shown, settlers in Kenya often came from ‘gentlemanly’ backgrounds. Previously, this class had experienced the agricultural depression of the late nineteenth century and the concomitant decline in land values as well as the rise of meritocratic ideals. Kennedy writes:

---

The rising rate and progressive bent of income taxes and death duties, the declining number and increasing expense of servants [as well as a set of other factors meant that] . . . for ex-officers, for retired civil and colonial servants, for public school boys, for the sons of country squires and parsons, and for others of similar ilk, Britain seemed more and more unwelcoming.30

East Africa, on the other hand, had much to offer gentlemanly settlers in terms of both status and class as well as materially. When Rhodesia’s white supremacist settler regime fell into a deepening crisis in the early 1970s and British officials were contemplating how to persuade the less radical elements among the white settlers to emigrate, they summed up the advantages that territories such as Rhodesia and Kenya offered to certain settlers as follows: ‘Given the remarkable comforts of European life in Rhodesia, the weather, the servants, the low taxes, and the lack of inflation, where could one get Rhodesians to go?’31

Many, especially wealthier, Kenyan settlers owned large amounts of farmland and related assets. With the end of white rule in the Congo in 1960 and fresh memories of the anti-colonial Mau Mau rising in Kenya, beginning around 1960, settlers sought to move money out of the East African territories. The attempts to withdraw and move assets led to a local banking crisis in the latter half of 1960. Three smaller local banks threatened to become illiquid and unable to meet demands for withdrawal owing to a run on banks, to the point of seriously considering a moratorium.32 Aware of the general climate of uncertainty and fear among settlers, two early

30 Dane Kennedy, Islands of White: Settler Society and Culture in Kenya and Southern Rhodesia, 1890–1939 (Durham, NC, 1987), 71.


Bahamian trust companies systematically targeted East Africa as an area of business recruitment. One was Arawak, the other was the Bahamas International Trust Company (BITCO). Both were among the earliest jointly organized bank and trust companies active in the tax haven business in Nassau, setting up their respective enterprises as early as 1957–8. Arawak was of mostly North American background and was set up by American, Canadian and British interests, among them Bank of America, the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce and the British merchant bank Kleinwort Benson & Co. Arawak was the brainchild of John Adams, a scion of the American Adams family whose ties to US corporate circles served the trust company well in the initial years. BITCO was the joint creation of Barclays Bank DCO (the company in the Barclays group that maintained Barclays’ widely cast network of foreign bank branches in the colonies and dominions), the Royal Bank of Canada, Empire Finance (an American investment bank), E. D. Sassoon Banking and, as of 1962, Rothschild.

The move out of Kenya began to intensify in 1960. The Times reported that from February to April about £3.4 million had left the territory. In this climate, banks eager to sell their newly developed tax haven products sensed an opportunity. In the early 1960s, Kleinwort Benson’s bankers in the Bahamas reflected on attracting new business to the recently launched trust company Arawak:

As a result of political developments in the above-mentioned countries [Kenya and the West Indies], and possibly others, it is suggested that Arawak should give consideration to sending a knowledgeable representative to such areas with a view to getting business in the trust field as there seems to be an obvious need for residents of such areas to take

______________________________


some sort of evasive action against future legislation in their countries of residence in order to preserve their foreign assets.\textsuperscript{34}

Newly independent governments could resort to various instruments and measures to assume control over capital movements and foreign exchange: ordering private banks to hand over gold and foreign currencies, forcing banks to register the full details of funds and securities held in banks abroad; requiring residents to exchange all foreign currencies, gold bars and negotiables in their possession for the new official currency.\textsuperscript{35} In addition to restricting the movement of capital, governments could take steps to highly regulate or even circumvent the liquidation of direct investments in the form of factories, companies and the like. Other than to refuse outright to grant liquidation permissions, new governments could exercise power over assets by way of applying capital controls on the remittance of liquidation proceedings and uninvested profits still held in a country.\textsuperscript{36}

For their Kenyan clients, the bankers at Kleinwort accordingly recommended a Bahamian discretionary trust as a method of holding assets. A discretionary trust, often in combination with a holding company, was the preferred method for individuals to avoid taxes and remove assets from the reach of potentially hostile governments. ‘Discretionary’ meant that the control over the trust lay with the bank behind the trust company, or rather the nominee company that the bank had created for the purpose of providing ‘owners’, and, in the case of companies, nominee directors. Discretionary trusts, moreover, had a multitude of beneficiaries (the person standing to

\textsuperscript{34} Memorandum, 1 June 1962: London Metropolitan Archives (hereafter LMA), Kleinwort Benson collection, CLC/B/140/KB02/27/012.

\textsuperscript{35} ‘China Puts Bank Officials on Spot’, \textit{Los Angeles Times}, 8 Sept. 1948, 8.

\textsuperscript{36} Draft advertising brochure for Arawak, minutes of meeting of directors, 28 May 1958: LMA, Kleinwort Benson collection, CLC/B/140/KB02/27/009.
receive the trust) normally drawn from the trust company or the nominee company, and, importantly, not involving the person setting up the trust (the settlor). The trust as well as related companies were thus legally far enough removed from the actual owner of the assets (located anywhere in the world in territories with various taxes) so as not to become liable to taxes on the income that the trust earned (by investing said assets, for instance), since the nominal owner was located in the tax haven of the Bahamas. At the same time, because the actual owner could claim to have no legal control over the trust, he or she could not be forced by a government to hand over assets held abroad.  

Owing to the flexibility of the legal instruments of a holding company, an investment company and a trust, these vehicles could serve to fulfil all kinds of tasks geared towards shielding assets: they could acquire funds previously held in a Kenyan (or other) company, including real estate; could hold the shares of a Kenyan company engaged in farming; and could receive as a gift securities of UK residents that would be exempt from estate tax if the beneficial owner (the Bahamas company) was domiciled outside the United Kingdom.  

Individuals from the decolonizing British empire eagerly explored such tax haven opportunities and others while making plans to exchange their current place of residence for a new home. There was a ‘gentleman’ living in the West Indies but currently temporarily residing in the United Kingdom and likely to be fully living in the UK soon; a husband and his wife placing £30,000 and £40,000 in a trust respectively, with the view of avoiding estate tax should they end up living in the UK; the Bahamas company that was set up to receive the roughly

£350,000 worth of assets of a Kenyan company when said company was likely to be liquidated in the near future; the resident of Jamaica settling £50,000 in a trust as she (sic) was likely to be living in the UK or Canada soon, among other examples.39

With the help of an unusual set of archival documents derived from one of the trust companies operating in the Bahamas, it is possible to construct a rough quantitative estimate of the origins of people and corporations looking to set up (subsidiary) companies or trusts in the Bahamas through BITCO. For a limited number of years, the protocols of BITCO’s management committee meetings, held at regular intervals, listed newly acquired business in both the trust and the company category. In some but not all cases, these verbal proceedings indicate the nationality or residence of the new customer. From 1958 to 1960, immediately after the foundation of BITCO, business was generally slow and consisted mainly of American and occasionally Canadian and UK interests. But beginning in 1960, imperial dwellers appear as a significant share of the newly recruited business. References to the origin and residence of clients of BITCO for the years 1958–63 paint a striking picture of their distribution:40

East Africa (mostly Kenya and Rhodesia)


40 Compiled from BITCO management committee meetings, 1958–63: BGA, 0011-1513–16. The verbal notes taken at the management committee meetings are available as a qualitative rather than quantitative source. Numbers and indications of nationality or origin are therefore sometimes ambivalent and subject to interpretation. Some of the clients referred to were, moreover, repeat clients who were adding to already existing business, and at times it is hard to tell whether a reference is new or for an existing customer.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘West Indies’</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Leeward Islands, Jamaica, Trinidad</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sites in the (former) British empire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hong Kong, Ghana, India, Mauritius, Malaya, Singapore)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Total clients from sites with British empire connection, excluding Canada, United States, United Kingdom)</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discernible indication of citizenship or residence</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (from various European countries, Australia, South America, Israel)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total references made to new clients</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures very clearly illustrate the importance of empire, of old and ongoing imperial ties for the early expansion of trust and company business in the Bahamas.

Such intra-imperial connections can also be gleaned from the occasional description of circumstances that the protocol notes provide for individual cases. Take, for example, the case of a ‘West Indian family’ setting up a Bahamas company that would acquire a substantial interest in a West Indian company when the latter was liquidated. Planning had been complicated by the fact that the family had left the West Indies and the principal owner was now in South Africa.41

The imperial ties visible in such arrangements formed part of a broader pattern behind tax

41 Management committee meeting, 5 June 1961: BGA, 0011-1514.
avoidance and the use of tax havens. Take, further, the career of a man working initially for various UK authorities in colonial settings and later moved to the private sector as one example of such a pattern: having served as a head of public works in Lesotho in the 1950s, the man subsequently worked in a leading position at the Swaziland Electricity Board (both Lesotho and Swaziland were under British rule at that time), and in the early 1960s, changed jobs and started working for the British private bank Hill Samuel in Johannesburg. When preparing his move to Johannesburg, he contacted Barclays and BITCO to set up a private holding company in the Bahamas that would own the proceeds of the sales of his house in Swaziland and also a small pension he stood to receive. Or consider the case of a woman resident in Johannesburg and likely a member of a very prominent South African family of mining entrepreneurs, who in December 1960 was taking steps to relocate to the United Kingdom but who would continue to receive income from an unspecified South African source. If she were to remit said funds to the UK, she would incur UK tax on these assets. Her lawyer was thus contemplating setting up an account on her behalf in Gibraltar through Barclays. Gibraltar was becoming a tax haven itself during these years. The woman from Johannesburg and the man moving from Swaziland to Johannesburg had a common goal: despite their ties to the UK (taking up residence there in the case of the woman, likely ties to the UK despite several years abroad in the case of the man), they wished to keep their taxable income concealed behind the imperial fiscal frontier. In the final decades of the British empire, after some colonies had already become independent, people


with ties to Britain and its empire found themselves in a position of potentially now residing in countries with income taxes (the UK, South Africa) but having incomes and streams of revenue that had been earned abroad (pensions, other assets) during former colonial careers or business ventures, often under much more favourable tax circumstances. A reader of the *Financial Times* writing for advice to the paper’s ‘Your Business Problems’ section in 1962 described such a situation. The question read:

I have some accumulated income earned in West Africa. The funds are now in Jersey [the Channel Islands]. I want to invest this money and will appreciate your advice as to whether such investment can be made in U.K. domiciled companies without the Inland Revenue claiming that such investment constitutes a bringing home of funds.\(^{44}\)

Banks clearly understood the problems such constituencies faced. In 1963 a banker at Hambros Bank, besides Kleinwort Benson another leading British merchant bank and newly a member of BITCO, sent a circular to other members of the joint trust company. Hambros offered the following proposal to BITCO’s other shareholders:

We have for some time felt that an investment medium should be set up for the many people resident in the West Indies, Mediterranean, Africa, Far East, etc., who are either of British origin or who look to London for their financial arrangements, but do not wish to become involved in British income-tax or estate-duty liabilities.

Wealthy individuals, the letter continued, were obviously able to set up their own arrangements through Nassau or Switzerland. But such measures could be expensive: ‘There are a great number of less wealthy individuals who cannot afford such arrangements, and for whom investment in a well-spread international portfolio of securities, without becoming involved in taxation liabilities, entails an undue amount of work and trouble’. Such people would welcome the opportunity to invest in such a fund, under BITCO’s management, while receiving dividends.

without deduction of tax and without being liable to UK estate tax for a person not resident in the UK.\footnote{Hambros Bank to Standard Chartered Bank, 12 Sept. 1963: LMA, Standard Chartered Bank collection, CLC/B/207/CH03/01/11/1963/25.} The attempt to keep assets beyond the grasp of the UK tax authorities stashed away in other parts of the remaining empire was related to a peculiarity of the British tax system. Since the beginning of the twentieth century, as a consequence of mobility within the British empire, the British tax system had differentiated between residence and domicile, with the latter being a place where taxpayers would claim to be ‘actually’ at home according to a person’s background and lifelong affiliations, while their residence in the UK was only temporary and related to work. Such non-domiciled-status individuals (‘non-doms’ as they are called to this day) did not incur UK tax on income earned overseas, as long as such income was not brought to the UK.\footnote{Finance Bill, 23 July 1914: \textit{House of Commons Debates}, 5th ser., lxv, col. 681.}

Aside from white settlers, colonial officials and businessmen, a second group actively removing assets from the late colonial and post-colonial world consisted of ethnic and religious minorities. At times, these were members of ethnic trading diasporas; one may think of the Syro-Lebanese community in West Africa, for instance. Other examples would be Arab Christians in the eastern Mediterranean, many of whom had previously closely associated themselves with different European consular powers by functioning as brokers and translators for these powers in exchange for receiving European citizenship and consular ‘protection’. Indians in East Africa were another such group. In 1963 a member of Arawak visited branches of the Bank of India in Nairobi, Mombasa, Dar es Salaam, Kampala and Jinja in an attempt to drum up interest in Arawak’s services. He returned and contacted the manager of the Bank of India’s branch in London, reporting that he had found ‘a considerable atmosphere of uncertainty among the Indian
population in the three African territories of Tanganyika, Uganda, and Kenya’. Many customers, he found, had ‘already transferred their liquid assets out of Africa to London in the majority of cases’, but ‘in several cases . . . The customer had made arrangements of a trust and holding company nature either in Bermuda or in the Channel Islands, and, in a few instances, in the Bahamas’. He went on to promote the schemes sold by Arawak among Bank of India branch managers in East Africa.47 A similar development had likely been taking place earlier in the eastern Mediterranean and North Africa: two of the expanding and newly established banks in Switzerland in the second half of the 1950s, Banque Pariente and Banque Hassan, were owned by North African Jews.

Residents of European empires who eventually left the imperial world had for the past decades enjoyed favourable tax circumstances.48 As a rule of thumb, income tax rates on whites in the British (and French, for that matter) empire were low and hard to enforce. When development thinking and the politics of economic aid began to dominate discussions among


48 Colonial taxation is insufficiently understood when it comes to white settlers and other non-natives as well as businesses. While the often brutal enforcement of hut taxes and other direct levies on native populations has been studied as part of colonial histories, tax rates and tax enforcement on non-native populations remain largely unexplored. Economic historians have primarily examined colonial taxation with regard to the colonial state’s ‘extractiveness’ and general state-building capacity, prompted by the work of Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson. For an introduction to the extraction literature, see Ewout Frankema, ‘Raising Revenue in the British Empire, 1870–1940: How “Extractive” Were Colonial Taxes?’, Journal of Global History, v, 3 (2010). See also Leigh A. Gardner, Taxing Colonial Africa: The Political Economy of British Imperialism (Oxford, 2012).
officials in the 1940s and 1950s, the question of revenue raised within colonies themselves (Kenya, specifically) came up. If colonies were receiving aid, then it ought to be ensured that every effort was made simultaneously to raise as much revenue as possible within territories themselves.\textsuperscript{49} Colonies had traditionally relied on tariffs as well as direct taxes on native populations to raise revenue, and in many territories progressive income taxes had only been introduced recently: in Kenya in 1937, Uganda, Tanganyika and Zanzibar in 1940, in the West African colonies between 1940 and 1944. Income taxes were reintroduced in Hong Kong and Malaya in 1947 and 1948 after they had been introduced previously as part of the war effort.\textsuperscript{50} In the late 1940s, when British officials in London started to look into colonial taxation in Kenya and beyond, they could hardly conceal their surprise. The minister of state found that ‘There must be in many Colonies a great deal of taxable wealth lying about . . . and . . . some means ought to be found to tap it’.\textsuperscript{51}


\textsuperscript{51} Mr Bourdillon, circular note, 6 Apr. 1951: TNA, CO 537/6980.
Tax brackets were extremely uneven across colonies, but perhaps the most striking realization arose from a comparison of colonial tax rates with UK taxes: ‘The main points which seem to emerge from the state of these figures are that with a few exceptions in most Colonies rates of taxation on higher levels of income are quite extraordinarily low when compared to ours’.

Moreover, evasion of income taxes in colonies was widespread, and tax morale was notoriously low. As a result of enforcement problems, the West African colonies were said to be looking at roughly £600,000 of arrears in tax payments and collection. White settlers and officials who populated legislative assemblies in different colonies had opposed and delayed income taxes vehemently for as long as possible. Once such taxes came, colonial and imperial dwellers showed little inclination to pay and much inventiveness in getting round them.

---


53 Mr Cohen, circular note, 25 Jan. 1951; ‘Rates of Direct Taxation in Colonial Dependencies’; H.T.B., circular note, 14 June 1950: all TNA, CO 537/6980. The preceding remarks on colonial taxation refer primarily to tax rates on individuals, not corporations. In the British context, differences in corporate tax rates between colonies and metropolitan Britain were often much less pronounced, owing primarily to the so-called double taxation agreements that many colonies had concluded with Britain. Under such agreements, companies that stood to incur taxes in both a colony as well as Britain owing to the particular way the company operated in different locations would receive a credit for taxes paid in the colony when paying British income tax. This relief gave colonies less incentive to keep corporate tax rates low as a means of competition or as a way to attract business, as the UK relief would be granted anyway, regardless of the amount of tax paid to the colony. In cases where no double taxation agreement existed, corporations could opt for the status of overseas trade corporation and, as such, were able to avoid taxes on profits that were not remitted to Britain and instead opted to pay tax locally. This scheme existed from 1957 to 1965. On overseas trade corporations, see Sarah
The colonial legacies of low white tax morale in part help to explain the movement of funds to tax havens such as Switzerland and the Bahamas. But a general reluctance to accept taxes was compounded by circumstances in the metropole: since the Second World War and with the expansion thereafter of the welfare state (and the legacies of the New Deal in the case of the United States), income taxes had reached rates higher than ever before. From the 1940s to the 1970s, corporate and individual taxes in the North Atlantic world, especially at the very top, reached the high rates associated with declining inequality during these decades.\textsuperscript{54} Where capital gains taxes existed, such income was taxed at lower rates, but when taxpayers were faced with a decision to pay some 24 per cent capital gains tax or zero tax in a tax haven such as Switzerland and the Bahamas, that rate likely still seemed high. Additionally, fears about the capital controls that now applied in many countries of the North Atlantic world served as a further deterrent for capital repatriation and instead encouraged the sending of funds to tax havens. In some instances, funds appear to have been moved to metropolitan countries like France first (not least because of previously established connections and vehicles for moving money), but they then quickly and illegally wound up in the tax havens of Switzerland, the Bahamas and the Channel Islands as a second step.

The level of taxation in both former empires and the North Atlantic world after 1945 may help to explain why, in some instances, returnees from empire chose not just to retain their assets abroad in low-tax jurisdictions, but to move their entire life to such destinations. Aside from

\textsuperscript{54} Facundo Alvaredo \textit{et al.}, ‘The Top 1 Per Cent in International Historical Perspective’, \textit{Journal of Economic Perspectives}, xxvii, 3 (Summer 2013), 7.
Switzerland and the Bahamas, the Channel Islands and Malta were two further tax havens to flourish as a result of late colonial money panics. The Channel Islands had already served as a tax haven during and immediately after the First World War and in the inter-war period, but it was in the early 1960s that banks systematically opened branches there with the goal of attracting tax haven business. However, Jersey and, to a lesser degree, Guernsey soon attracted not only the money of former imperial dwellers but also empire’s returnees themselves. For those accustomed to life in the empire, moving from one colony to another or a place like the Channel Islands was often the more natural choice than returning ‘home’ to a Britain they had left long since or possibly never set foot in at all. Elizabeth Buettner has shown that some ‘empire families’, as she terms them, scattered across other parts of the empire upon retirement from service in British India.\(^55\) In the early 1960s, the emerging tax haven industry in the Channel Islands deliberately began to target returnees from empire simultaneously as depositors of funds and as settlers. Bankers and officials in Jersey recall the inflow of migrants from the empire in search of mild climates and low taxes during these years as the beginning of the tax haven industry.\(^56\) The newcomer tax haven of Malta took a similar, even more strategic, path. In 1959, while Malta was still a British colony, its governor began to pursue an economic

---


\(^56\) Interview with Colin Powell, adviser to the States of Jersey on economic and financial matters 1969–96, conducted by me, St Helier, Jersey, 7 July 2016.
development plan for the island consisting of promoting tourism and turning the island into a tax haven. With several other tax havens already competing for business, the Maltese model focused on attracting retired settlers. New settlers meeting a certain income threshold were taxed on income from pensions, royalties and dividends at very low rates. To this day, these settlers are referred to as ‘sixpenny settlers’ for the (low) rate of taxes they paid (expressed as pennies in the pound). After 1967 Malta saw a large inflow of Britons from Rhodesia.\textsuperscript{57}

Such intra-imperial movements at the end of empire suggest a broader, poorly understood migration of people within empires. Much more has been written about emigration from Europe to various places in the imperial world, and more recently on the impact of migration from the empire back to the metropole, than on migrations from one colony to others. Based on sources consulted here, white settlers in Kenya appear to have moved first to Rhodesia, then to South Africa when Kenya and later Rhodesia became independent, chasing the fleeting fortunes of white racial supremacy. Previously Kenya itself had served as a resettlement destination. The colony was a favoured place of retirement for officers who had served in the army, often in colonial contexts. After the First World War, former Indian Army officers were settled in Kenya and Rhodesia as part of a government-organized scheme. Some of the trust arrangements detailed above for individuals residing in East Africa and the Caribbean provide more examples of people migrating between (former) dependencies rather than returning to Britain: from Lesotho to Swaziland to South Africa; from the West Indies to South Africa.

Jersey, Malta, the Bahamas, Switzerland and Monaco, among others, received early tax haven business from imperial returnees and, sometimes, new settlers. Arguably the most important impact of late colonial money panics and resulting capital outflows lay in the fuel such funds provided for banks looking to build their early tax haven business. This expansion came at a crucial moment. It meant that in the late 1960s and 1970s, when tax haven business truly took off, havens were ready to serve a growing number of eager tax dodgers. Without the early experiments created by Barclays, Kleinwort, Hambros and others jointly organizing offshore trust companies and thus attracting other elements of the offshore ecosystem such as law firms and accountants, this take-off is difficult to imagine.

As another lasting and related effect of the removal of assets from the decolonizing world, tax havens would soon cause economic problems in the very same developing countries where some of the initial tax haven funds had come from. While European countries and the United States could certainly have collected more taxes if Europeans had mostly repatriated funds from the colonial world and subsequently retained money in the metropole, the main burden of the late colonial withdrawal of assets fell not on Europe but on newly independent countries. It did not take long for elites in former colonies to discover the advantages of a Swiss bank account. In the years following decolonization, Swiss concerns about negative publicity and public opinion led to an investigation by Swiss authorities into the role of Swiss banks in facilitating capital flight from developing countries, as the world was increasingly pointing to Switzerland as a haven for the money of unsavoury autocrats, often those who had been ousted from power but had previously looted their countries’ coffers. The investigation confirmed the existence of funds for figures such as the former Egyptian king Farouk, the Argentine dictator Juan Perón, the Cuban dictator Batista, the Indonesian dictator Sukarno, and Chiang Kai-shek, as
well as the fortune of the dictator of the Dominican Republic Rafael Trujillo and his son; gold stolen from Congolese mines, fortunes from Sudan, capital flight and illicit movements of Nigerian banknotes; and the millions that the leader of the Algerian National Liberation Front Muhammad Khidr had deposited in Switzerland and that his rival, the increasingly dictatorial leader of post-independence Algeria, Ahmed Ben Bella, was seeking to seize after Khidr’s assassination.58

While this specific inquiry focused on heads of state rather than elites more generally, wealthy locals in newly independent countries quickly availed themselves of the same avoidance opportunities that Europeans had previously promoted and used. In 1956 Crédit Suisse dispatched one of its bankers to Beirut in order to recruit business. Beyond their importance for Lebanon, Beirut banks functioned as a financial conduit for other countries in the Middle East. In addition to selling products locally, therefore, Swiss banks could potentially tap other regional markets through Lebanese intermediaries. Against the backdrop of the Suez Crisis, owners of capital in the region were looking to relocate their dollar deposits to Switzerland, and Crédit Suisse was forced to report: ‘owing to the lack of any sort of agreement with us . . . [such deposits] were funnelled to other Swiss banks’. Crédit Suisse therefore began to place

advertisements praising the advantages of Swiss secret numbered accounts in the newspaper
*L’Orient du Jour* (a paper close to Lebanese Christian interests, and thus to local business elites) and also circulated recruitment letters to potential clients.59 Antoine Jutz, Crédit Suisse’s man in Beirut, subsequently held information sessions at the luxury Hôtel St Georges on the Corniche, informing potential customers about ‘opening private accounts in Switzerland’.

From today’s perspective, tax evasion, offshore wealth and elite corruption are ongoing, severe problems dogging many low-income countries from the global South.61

Another potential legacy of the European departure of funds concerned the fate of these assets once Europeans and Americans no longer owned them. When farms were sold, businesses liquidated, factories dismantled, it normally required buyers at the other end. This raises the question, Who in societies on the verge of independence was in a position to benefit from such opportunities? The archives consulted here do not provide information on this angle of the liquidation of Euro-American assets, but this might be a question that historians of post-colonial African countries, the Middle East and Asia could explore from the vantage point of post-

59 Crédit Suisse to Director of the Federal Political Department, 29 Nov. 1957: SNBA, box 2188, Gentlemen’s Agreement 1957.

60 Protocols of the directors’ meetings, 28 Nov. 1957, 1966: SNBA.

independence national histories. It is easy to imagine a scenario in which those in a position to benefit from opportunities left behind by departing Europeans were elites close to power, and that elite access to economic advantages thus contributed to the high rates of inequality that characterize many societies in the developing world to this day.62

What happened to the funds that left the world of empire in the 1950s and 1960s, once they arrived in the Bahamas and Switzerland? At the time, Swiss central bankers, for one, were eager but unable to answer this question fully for their own investigative purposes. Even a careful interpretation of the banks’ semi-annual balance sheets did not yield sufficient information to reconstruct such money flows adequately and accurately. Circumstantial evidence seems to indicate that Swiss bankers suggested that some of the capital withdrawn during independence struggles returned to the same now independent countries, albeit in different form and under different circumstances.

Such restructuring of investments was potentially not without effects for the economies of developing countries. By the 1960s and 1970s, many Western multinationals had become adept at using artificial accounting devices to reroute and book profits earned in developing countries as if they had occurred in tax havens, just as multinational corporations today seemingly earn much of their profits from sales all over the world in tiny tax haven countries with minuscule populations. By artificially reducing earnings in low-income countries, such companies thus deprived newly independent economies of much needed tax revenue. The

famous Cambridge economist Nicholas Kaldor pointed out such abuses as early as 1963. The perceived advantages of restructuring a business presence and thinking carefully about the form to choose (whether as a partnership or as a corporation; or locally incorporated as a subsidiary; or as a fully owned branch; or using a licensing agreement with an existing local firm, among others) in large part lay in legal protections for investments. Investors small and large could repackage assets in more secured forms to protect against governments forcing them to hand over ownings. According to Swiss bankers, many investors now favoured simply going through a company or a bank subsidiary incorporated in Switzerland and operating under Swiss laws over using banks or companies registered locally in newly independent countries.

It should be noted that, during and immediately after the Second World War, the older nineteenth-century regime for the protection of foreign investments, under which metropolitan bondholders had often successfully clamoured for armed foreign intervention in cases of loan defaults and which had often entailed the seizing of tax and customs revenue by imperial powers to cover the losses incurred through the default, was coming to an end. Yet for several years after

---


the war up until the main years of decolonization, it was not clear what, if any, sort of multilateral or bilateral legal protections for foreign investors against nationalization or default would replace the old imperialistic ways of gunboat diplomacy.66 Such uncertainty made jittery investors covet the supposed safety of Swiss law for a corporate presence.

The return of some of these investments to the newly decolonized world in different, now increasingly Swiss, American or British, legal form was partially tied to the politics of modernization and development. The move of European assets out of the colonial world and subsequent partial return illustrates how little is known about the history of private capital in colonial contexts and, equally importantly, post-independence. Inspired by a turn to transnational and international history in the field of history overall, the history of development and modernization politics began, among other things, as a new approach to studying traditional US diplomatic history by taking seriously actors such as aid agencies, technical experts and international organizations as agents of foreign policy. This has led the field to an exclusive focus on official capital flows. Yet private capital and private investments were always (and were always meant to be) part of the development project, often entangled with official funds.67


Already during the late colonial period, governments in the British and French empires promoted the establishment of so-called development corporations, organized jointly by private business and the state, to foster economic growth in colonies. In the private sector, big banks such as Barclays set up their own development banks designed to promote lending to clients in the colonial and recently post-colonial world. Private banks, moreover, were involved in World Bank loans. Even aid work as part of official government development efforts often had to be contracted to private companies carrying out the projects that the US Agency for International Development and others financed. This ‘mixed economy’ of late colonialism and the early independence period is largely unstudied. The removal of private capital from the decolonizing world and its partial return in different form during the following decades is a reminder that private companies, investors and banks, among others, were integral to the politics of economic development and modernization. The history of modernization projects and development efforts should start to investigate the role of private business as part of the same story.

Exactly how much money left the colonial world with the onset of decolonization is impossible to state and will never be known. Piecing together the information presented here, especially involving the role of banks, is detective work often relying on a few materials miraculously overlooked in the sanitization that most bank archives certainly underwent prior to


being opened to the public. In fact, the vast majority of the archives of extant private banks in the United States, Canada and, to a slightly lesser degree, the United Kingdom either are not open to researchers at all or have been heavily sorted and redacted, down to making mostly advertising material and published reports available that could just as well be consulted in any better library. What is more, comprehensive, detailed balance of payments statistics on capital inflows and outflows were not yet available when national income accounting was still in its infancy, especially in the 1950s. Multilateral institutions such as the United Nations and the OECD, eager to promote and document the flow of both official and private capital to the developing world to create economic growth, frequently noted the incomplete and, to a certain degree, inaccurate and incomparable data they had to contend with on private capital movements in particular. Many instances of capital removal were, moreover, illegally undertaken, thus further undermining the accuracy of official data.

The figures available on capital flows to the developing and, in part, the remaining colonial world roughly paint the following picture: during the first half of the 1950s, private investment flows exceeded official bilateral and multilateral aid capital. Around 1957, private and official capital stood at approximately similar levels. But after 1957 the flow of private capital declined steadily. Private foreign (direct) investment in low-income countries that continued to register in statistics throughout these years consisted, in the majority of cases, of the reinvested profits of existing undertakings. From 1957 to 1976, private flows were, without exception, smaller than official aid flows. It was only in the 1970s that private and official flows reached roughly equal levels again, but, on the private side, they were now propelled by

70 For remarks about the inaccurate and incomplete nature of available data, see ibid., 118; OEEC, *Flow of Financial Resources to Countries in Course of Economic Development*, 28, 30, 57.
commercial bank lending and the recycling of petrodollars and, thus, portfolio rather than direct investment in productive facilities. Within the category of private flows, direct investment fell from roughly 80 per cent in the 1950s to a mere 20 per cent in the second half of the 1970s and the 1980s.\textsuperscript{71}

The withdrawal of funds from the colonial world and the spectre of independence potentially contributed to the declining numbers of private capital investments after 1957. Despite the difficulties in data collection, official sources occasionally did note this outflow of capital in the process of decolonization. In assessing the progress of foreign aid and development politics, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) concluded in 1964 that the inflow of capital for development purposes had been ‘offset throughout the postwar years by a steady outflow of short-term funds from the developing countries’. Hence, efforts by international and multilateral organizations to encourage private and official capital flows to the developing world were in part neutralized through the simultaneous withdrawal of investments during the upheavals of decolonization. As one example, UNCTAD researchers stated, large unrecorded flows from the overseas franc area to metropolitan France ‘reflected primarily transfers by French residents in Algeria and elsewhere in Africa’. UNCTAD estimated about 4 billion French francs to have left the French colonial world for metropolitan France between 1957 and 1961, with another large outflow following in 1962. It mentioned considerable difficulties in ascertaining the exact magnitude of this outflow, and even acknowledged that the volume of flight capital might be considerably larger owing to these uncertainties: much of it had

\textsuperscript{71} Robert E. Wood, \textit{From Marshall Plan to Debt Crisis: Foreign Aid and Development Choices in the World Economy} (Berkeley, 1986), 70, 78, 83 (table 7). See also Ogle, ‘State Rights against Private Capital’.


either not passed through official channels ‘or has been in a form which renders identification difficult’. UNCTAD’s assessment, while lacking specifics and unable to identify tax havens as the partial recipients of such capital withdrawals, accords with the story of disinvestment and often clandestine money movements during the late colonial money panics in French North Africa and elsewhere.

Beyond the developing world, the withdrawal of funds from the late colonial world also affected the subsequent trajectory of portfolio investment and financialization: the rise of finance and services in the North Atlantic world since the 1970s. Individuals and smaller businesses often chose options for the fate of their assets following removal from the colonial world that were different from those of major corporate investors. These smaller clients did not return their assets to the former colonial world in different legal guise, as major investors appear at times to have done. Instead, such individuals relied on the Swiss-based banks with colonial connections that had helped them to remove assets in the process of decolonization now to invest money in US securities on their behalf. This investment strategy conformed to Swiss interests and was

---


thus eagerly followed by Swiss bankers. When Swiss-based banks were made to sign the Gentlemen’s Agreement concerning the handling of foreign funds, one of the stipulations read that banks should under no circumstances invest money flowing into Switzerland from various foreign sources in Swiss securities or real estate.\textsuperscript{74} Redirected to the United States, these investments in US securities may arguably have helped to propel the stock market boom at moments during the 1960s. Swiss banks, moreover, were an important source of international lending during the 1960s, funds that the Swiss economy alone likely would not have been able to generate. Foreign money contributed to making Switzerland a major source of liquidity.\textsuperscript{75}

Arguably, the liquidation of assets in the colonial world and the subsequent investment in securities was part of a very gradual but ultimately transformative development in which investments in bricks and mortar assets, especially in the Third World, were increasingly replaced by portfolio investment, assets held primarily as stocks and bonds. The argument for this transformation is backed by the figures presented above on the changing composition of private capital flows, where direct investment initially dominated but eventually fell back significantly behind portfolio investment.\textsuperscript{76} Tax havens offered a special platform for new varieties of global portfolio investment. Archival sources indicate that, beginning in the 1960s, a number of tax havens became favoured locations for registering offshore hedge and mutual


\textsuperscript{76} For numbers on rising portfolio investment, see Wood, \textit{From Marshall Plan to Debt Crisis}, 83 (table 7).
funds. In some instances, Swiss-based banks with colonial ties invested their clients’ money in Panama-based funds after moving assets out of colonies. The offshore world, and Panama in particular, was an increasingly popular place for registering various investment funds owing to tax and regulatory advantages. Together with changes in supply chain management as well as other structural reorganizations, portfolio investment was part of a much broader transformation in ownership structures that allowed multinational corporations in particular to avoid the political risks that came with direct ownership of productive facilities abroad, and with managing potentially restive workers and their unions.

Exploring the fate of Euro-American investments in the colonial and informal imperial world during and after the end of empires opens up an array of areas affected by the consequences of economic and financial decolonization. These topics inviting and requiring


further enquiry range from the expansion of tax havens as a result of late colonial money panics, the movement of people within empires, the extent of private capital outflows and subsequent returns to the now independent developing world, the role of private capital in the politics of modernization and development, the rise of portfolio investment and, by extension, the rise of finance. In this perspective, decolonization emerges as an economic and financial event of the first order, the contours and borders of which are only beginning to appear.
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